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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the researcher has several important points to deliver in the conclusion, 

implication, and suggestion of the finding of the research. The first is the conclusion related to 

the summary of the research finding. The second is an implication which discusses the 

theoretical and practical of the research and the last is the suggestions that will give some points 

suggested appropriate with the practical benefit of this research. 

A. Conclusion  

Based on the research findings and discussions analysis in the travel icon railway 

station. Finally, the researcher can conclude this research : 

1. Meaning of Travel Icon 

Related to first problem statement, the researcher used triadic model 

(representamen, object and interpretant) supported by Charles Sanders Pierce to analyze 

the data of travel icon. However to clarify research findings, the researcher contribute 

to find four classifications of meaning. There are four classifications of meaning namely 

travel icon shows the location signal for passenger, travel icon shows the facility signal 

for passenger, travel icon shows the prohibition signal for passenger and travel icon 

shows the obligation signal for passenger at the railway station. The dominant meanings 

is travel icon shows the location signal found 14 data or  35% of travel icon in the 

railway station. This means that travel icon shows the signal becomes the most 

dominant of the meaning travel icon compared to other meaning of travel icon in the 

railway station. So, this research is completing the gap of previous studies by the 

researcher contribute to finding four classifications of meaning in semiotics analysis 

which do not belong to Pierce’s theory. 

2. Function Using of Travel Icon 

Related to the second problem statement, the researcher found 40 data contain 

travel icons at the railway station. There are 7 categories of function using of the travel 

icon namely Identification Sign, Directional Sign, Warning Sign, Prohibitory Sign, 

Operational Sign, Honorific Sign, Interpretative Sig. The dominant function is a 

directional sign found 27 data or  67,5% of travel icon in the railway station. This means 

that travel icon shows the signal becomes the most dominant of the function using of 
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travel icon compared to other function using of travel icon in the railway station. 

The directional sign considered as  wayfinding for passengers. It can be as the function 

of travel icon which is often found in the railway station. So, it can be concluded that 

the researcher contibute to finding one sign of new catagories function which do not 

belong to Berger’s theory, namely obligation sign. 

B. Implication  

This section are two aspects in theoritical and practical, there are : 

1. Theoritical 

a. Meanings of Travel Icon 

The finding of the meanings of travel icon is supported by the theory of Pierce 

(1931). The researcher also finds previous studies related to this research, namely 

Robingah (2020), Fadila & Aditya (2019, Prasojowati et al., (2019), and Briandana 

( 2019). 

b. Functions Using of Travel Icon 

The finding of the study is supported by the theory of Craig M. Berger (2005) 

in analyzing the functions using of travel icon. The researcher also found two 

previous studies related to this research, namely Robingah (2020) and Somashrawa 

(2015). 

2. Practical  

This research gives an impact on the passengers and also the society, with the 

discovery of many location icons at the station, makes it easier for visitors and 

passengers to find locations in the station area so they won't get lost. The icon has 

meanings as a communication tool from images to help provide directions while at the 

railway station. In addition, benefit to know functions using travel icon, it is hoped that 

individuals can use the travel icon according to the instructions so that there are no 

incidents or violations in the station area. By conducting this research, it is also 

expected to increase knowledge for English students and linguistic lecturers regarding 

interest to learn about the meaning of sign with use semiotics theory. 
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C. Suggestion  

From the results of the study, the researcher has several suggestions that would be 

helpful as follows : 

1. The passengers at railway station 

With the discovery of the meaning and function of the icons at the railway station, 

makes it easier for visitors and passengers to find locations in the station area so that 

they no longer need to ask the officers because they can use the travel icons as directions 

for locations in the station area. 

2. Linguistics lecturers 

Semiotic studies are rarely studied in lectures. Lecturers as part of learning 

implementers need to update material and information about linguistic studies such as 

semiotics studies in college. Lecturers should provide up-to-date information and 

knowledge about the study. Therefore, the researcher suggests that the lecturers provide 

studies to students in order to understand the various signs. And this research is an 

extension of lecture insight that learns discusses semiotic studies in the form of non-

verbal 

3. Future researchers 

This researcher only researches on a limited scope, namely only travel icons at 

the station. So the researcher gives some suggestions to the future researcher. Future 

researchers can research with different objects. From these objects, future researchers 

can further analyze signs of several types. In addition, future researchers can prepare 

data by making observations in advance to make it easier to do research. And 

researchers give suggestions to try to be more careful in determining the problems that 

will be taken to become a research title. For example, an icon at the hospital, mall, 

market, hotel,etc. 

 


